CLIENT CASE STUDY
JD Gyms installs Automatic Systems
Security Lanes
Background
JD Gyms is a state of the art award winning facility playing host to
a mix of the industry’s leading fitness equipment and classes. With
over £1.5 million invested it boasts cutting edge fitness at affordable
prices.

Situation
JD Gyms was looking for a security solution at each of their
club locations to be used by staff and gym members to prevent
unauthorised personnel entering while the reception areas were not
manned.
They had originally installed tripods and gates at a couple of their
locations but wanted something more aesthetically pleasing with
increased security.

Firstlane FL970 X 1 FL960 X 3

SlimLane
SL950 x 1 SL940 x 2 High Glass

Tender Process
JD Gyms approached a number of system integrators to quote for the above
works. However due to their desire to use Automatic Systems Firstlane and
because they had a long standing relationship with JD Omega Security Systems,
secured the contract. Omega can provide a bespoke access control installation
using Automatic Systems products, whilst keeping with the overall layout of JD
Gyms.

Solution
As JD Gyms were looking for a standardised layout at each of their locations
Automatic Systems proposed one wide and three standard Firstlanes.
Adaption had to be made to the Birmingham site as their layout was a lobby
detached from the main entrance so the Firstlane was replaced with Automatic
Systems Slimlane with 1700 high glass to give greater security, whilst still being
aesthetically pleasing to the standard layout.

Future work
The installation was completed with no complications within the time frame
given. With JD Gyms constantly looking to expand their business they will look
to continue using Firstlane for the duration.

FirstLane
The FirstLane swing door security
entrance lane offers a high
bidirectional throughput and
uncompromising security.
With its elegant design, the FirstLane
is designed to integrate perfectly
into any architectural style. Equipped
with high processing capacity and
an exclusive detection system,
the FirstLane guarantees accurate
user tracking and prevents any
unauthorised use.
The FirstLane is a modular product
that can be installed as a single or a
multi-lane array.

SlimLane
The SlimLane security entrance lane
offers a high bidirectional throughput
and uncompromising security.

“Using this product for JD
Gyms gives Omega Security
and our client confidence that
it is robust and reliable for
many years to come” Richard
Ward Omega Security”

With its transparent, elegant design
and minimal footprint, the SlimLane is
designed to integrate perfectly into
any architectural style.
Equipped with high processing
capacity and an exclusive detection
system, the SlimLane guarantees
accurate user tracking and prevents
any unauthorised use.
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